Спокойно

1. Есть дерево краса в лес.
1. All in a wood there grew a tree, the finest tree you ever did see, and the green leaves grew a.
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листев аромат, свежих листьев аромат.

round, around, And the green leaves grew around.

2. На дереве том веточка растет, красавица к себе детишек влечет. На finest branch you ever did see. The branch was on the tree, the tree was in the
3. На веточке той, дети, есть гнездо,
Прекраснее всех гнёздышек оно.
На веточке гнездо.
На дереве есть ветка.
Дерево в лесу растёт.
Как прекрасен свежий листьев аромат,
Свежих листьев аромат.

4. В гнезде том птичка милая живёт,
Певунья песни звонкие поёт.
Там птичка в гнёздышке.
На веточке гнездо.
Как прекрасен свежий листьев аромат,
Свежих листьев аромат.

3. And on this branch there was a nest,
The finest nest you ever did see...
The nest was on the branch,
The branch was on the tree,
The tree was in the wood,
And the green leaves grew around, around, around,
And the green leaves grew around.

4. And in this nest there was a bird,
The finest bird you ever did see...
The bird was in the nest,
The nest was on the branch.
And the green leaves grew around, around, around,
And the green leaves grew around.